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Mazars is pleased to respond to the European Banking Authority’s (EBA)

Consultation document on Draft recommendation on coverage of individual

entities in group recovery plans (EBA/CP/2017/03).

Mazars is an international, integrated and independent organisation, specialised

in audit, accountancy, advisory. Our Banking practice assists commercial and

central banks, public organizations and supervisors, at every stage of their

development.

The response has been prepared by Mazars Banking teams.

Mazars has considered the consultation document and subsequent questions.

We would like to acknowledge that the proposed approach is welcomed in

principle and would allow for better drafting, reviewing and assessing of group

recovery plans. However, we recommend further enhancements which would

make the approach more relevant and practical to apply.

01 INTRODUCTION
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02 ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

1. Do respondents agree with the level and width of coverage for entities identified as

group relevant?

• The Draft recommendation outlines the list of topics to be adequately covered for the

“group relevant” entities within the Group Recovery Plan, including the governance,

indicators, options and scenarios. We would recommend providing a guidance also on

the interconnections analysis and communication strategy arrangements on the local

level for such entities, if they should be included in the Group Plan or not, given the

direct link of these two topics with options & scenarios.

• The BRRD stresses the importance of having intra-group financial support

arrangements among recovery options¹. Should be there any link and/or dependency

between intra-group support recovery options and entity classification? In other words,

should the Group Recovery Plan have intra-group support as a recovery option for all

entities considered group relevant?

2. Do respondents agree with the level and width of coverage for entities identified as

locally relevant?

• We would welcome further clarification and development on what is precisely meant for

“confirmation” (35). Are there Local approval, Non-binding opinion, Independent legal

opinion envisaged? Should these “confirmation” evidences be attached to the Group

Recovery Plan?

• For large banking organizations the possibility of having a lot of local relevant entities is

not nil and could lead to increase of the volume of information to be included in the

Group Recovery Plan, and add more complexity in reading and understanding the Plan.

We would recommend to provide the possibility to disclose this information in an

Appendix to the Group Plan instead of having it in the main text of the Plan.

3. Do respondents agree with the level and width of coverage for entities identified as

not relevant for the group and not relevant for the local economy/local financial

system?

We agree on the proposed approach.

4. Do respondents agree with the monitoring process envisaged in section 7 and with

the transitional phase envisaged in paragraph 11?

We agree on the proposed approach.

(1) Article 7 (5)
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03 OTHER QUESTIONS & OBSERVATIONS 1/3

# Section

name

§ Original text Mazars observation / comment

1 Executive 

Summary

n/a Once all entities have

been identified as above

the Union parent

undertaking should apply a

proportionate approach to

distinguish among the

following categories of

entities: … (b) entities that

are material because they

are relevant for the

economy, including for the

financial system, in one or

more Member States…

We would recommend to introduce

an explicit link between Critical

Functions analysis and "O-SII"

status / "Significant plus branch"

classification of single entities.

Should an entity be classified as O-

SII or as Significant plus branch, it

would automatically fall into the B

category ("locally relevant entities")

2 Identification of group entities The draft recommendation outlines

that the group entities should be

identified depending on the

provisioning of Core Business lines

(CBLs) and/or CFs, but mentions no

critical shared services (CSS). We

would recommend to introduce for

the purpose of this draft a

classification of the CSS. Should

the entities providing the CSS be

considered for the purpose of this

draft recommendation as "locally

relevant", “group relevant" or an ad

hoc category should be introduced?

Which kind of information should be

provided for such entities? We

would recommend to consequently

enhance the definition of coverage

to be provided for these entities in

the Group Recovery Plan.
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03 OTHER QUESTIONS & OBSERVATIONS 2/3

# Section

name

§ Original text Mazars observation / comment

3 Identification of group entities Foreign branches operating in the

EU, identified as “Significant plus”

should be covered by the Group

Recovery Plan². However, as some

non-EU countries have not

implemented the Recovery &

Resolution regime yet³, there might

be situation in which a Holding

Company has no Group Recovery

Plan. In such a case the foreign

branch operating in the EU should

develop a specific recovery plan

(“branch specific)?

4 Classifying

entities and

branches

21 The Union parent

undertaking should involve

the management of those

group entities which have

been designated as group

or locally relevant (local

management). The Union

parent undertaking should

ensure that the local

management is well aware

of the group recovery plan,

has provided relevant

input and is committed to

its implementation.

We would welcome further

development to specify

"involvement". For instance, should

the local management

representatives be members of the

Governing Body of the Group

Recovery Plan, i.e., Steering

Committee, Working Council etc.?

Should they have voting rights? Is

the local approval of the Group

Recovery Plan mandatory? Should

a teach in / education on the Group

Recovery Plan be mandatory

arranged for the local management

and become a business-as-usual

recurrent process?

(2) EBA Consultation Paper Draft Guidelines on supervision of significant branches, EBA/CP/2016/24

(3) For example, Argentina, India, Korea, Turkey, Saudi Arabia. Source: Resilience through resolvability – moving from policy design to 

implementation, FSB 5th Report to the G20 on progress in resolution, 18 August 2016, http://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/Resilience-

through-resolvability-–-moving-from-policy-design-to-implementation.pdf

http://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/Resilience-through-resolvability-–-moving-from-policy-design-to-implementation.pdf
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03 OTHER QUESTIONS & OBSERVATIONS 3/3

# Section

name

§ Original text Mazars observation / comment

5 Coverage

of entities

in the

group

recovery

plan

28,

37

various Mapping of indicators to CBL / CF is

mentioned several times in the Draft

Recommendation in relation to the

group relevant and locally relevant

entities. Does it imply that such

mapping should be done also for

the Group level indicators, at least

in the relation to the CBLs?
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